1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Preamble

Presentation of examination range & related key focuses is of heavenly centrality to empower immaculate information exchange & research understanding. Contemplating these fundamental necessities, around there brief of examination space, research inspirations, destinations & recommendation plots in this manner on have been talked about. summoning center of this bit is to give exact learning exchange about orchestrated examination & related significances. research foundation would like to give brief of Brahma Kumaris & Raj Yoga examination at Brahma Kumaris International home office, Mount Abu, Rajasthan. Later, key inspirations for demonstrated examination are talked about, which has been trailed in terms of professional career of examination destinations. Research obligation range addresses some of key significances of exhibited recommendation work. general layout or relationship of theory is given finally of part.

1.2 Problem on Hand

This is matter of actuality that Brahma Kumaris World Spiritual University has rose as new religious progression that appeared in 1936 in Hyderabad, Pakistan. It was developed by leaving important stone dealer named Dada Lekhraj who started it on reason of exposures that he got amidst going before two years. At in any case, religion included insignificant more than well-disposed gathering of Lekhraj’s nearest family, amigos, & business assistants, despite way that it immediately made by pulling in for most part young ladies as individuals. religious point of convergence of Brahma Kumaris life is depicted by routine of style of sole proprietorship that has dependably been all more essentially dedicated to rehearses among superb first class for communing with sovereign shelter divinities in their region than with more unconstrained ordinary practices that offer voice to underclass or article. Also, Brahma Kumaris ask for that God whom they channel is same God whom each other religion revere all through world. This sort of universalistic case is not awesome among Hindu affiliations, but rather Brahma Kumaris are capricious seeing that they consistently dismiss polytheism, henotheism, polytheism, & every last other awareness of God around world, asking for rather on solid kind of monotheism wherein one & just God has ever existed.

Brahma Kumaris are enlisted with national governments & general social affair of general non-legitimate relationship as two separate corporate parts. One of these corporate parts is contracted
as religious association, unmistakable as enlightening & social association connection. religious alliance is known as World Renewal Spiritual Trust, & their consistent useful & association connection is known as Brahma Kumaris World Spiritual University (by & large called Brahma Kumaris Ishwariya Vishwa-Vidyalaya). religious side is "trust," their standard side is "noteworthy school." ramifications of these terms are to some degree upset from their standard applications, as "trusts" are once in while essential & "powerful colleges" are routinely religious. fragmentary reversal of these terms is first sign that Brahma Kumaris' foundation escapes essential blueprint as either religious or fundamental. Besides, work force of both establishments is skirting on vague, & each approved association's exercises are fearlessly arranged with mission of foundation as entirety. Brahma Kumaris Raj Yoga reflection showing capable learning & honing old procedure for Raj Yoga Meditation, as taught by Prajapita Brahma Kumaris Ishwariya Vishwa Vidyalaya, Mount Abu, for late years. It conducts motivational ways & converse on broad assortment of subjects, for occurrence, Stress Free Lifestyle, Leadership Skills, Emotional Intelligence, Art of Right Thinking, Living Values, Exploring Inner Powers, Self-Management, Harmony in Relationships & Practical Technique of Raj Yoga Meditation.

Brahma Kumaris learning starts with God, who is said never to have possessed capacity to be caught with world. Hence, God is not responsible for world. God has never been exemplified. God is just soul whom world has never undermined. Human souls take bodies & through their unmistakable experience; world goes into them & wind up being touch of who they are. Human souls have twofold nature: inadequately awesome, to some degree ordinary. Just God stays unstained by world. Just God is absolutely impeccable, totally spotless, & out & out perfect. Brahma Kumaris learning shows that God did not make world. world exists in itself as autonomous from God. God is not bound up in world & God does not affect anything that happens in world. world is totally autonomous from God. world makes itself new buy & large typically following to having deconstructed past world cycle. Each new world cycle of 5,000 years goes over itself indistinctly to each other world cycle. Each world cycle of 5,000 years is bound to repeat positively as each other world cycle happens.

Brahma Kumaris have trust in revival & their statute constantly takes after their lessons about God, souls, & world: God never talks with world. Individuals are just normal animals with souls. Not under any condition like God, human souls have twofold nature. They are not by any stretch
of imagination divine & to some degree general. It takes after, then, that lives of souls are in like way destined each world cycle. Souls are annexed to history of world.

Raj Yoga Meditation is respect for magnificent self & ingestion of one's brain in sprightly & intentional insight of God & his optimal qualities. word "Yoga" signifies 'to join together'; Yoga is, in this manner, practice or claim to fame of joining together or interfacing mind with God by centering thought on him as ethereal being-of-light & considering only his optimal qualities. This takes one into condition of ingestion in pleasure & peace through positive considering. It stimulates one's self or soul with light & may & fills one with imaginative vitality. In name 'Raj-Yoga' word "Raja" deduces expert, sovereign or outstanding. This yoga is called Raj-Yoga since it is overpowering or most lifted yoga, being certifiable & best. Another elucidation behind calling it 'Raj-Yoga' is that it is related basically to cerebrum & brain is considered as 'Ruler that guidelines sense-organs & body. Besides, term Raj-Yoga also prescribes that even such individual as family, who is amazingly clamoring & has such great indicate do, can rehearse it, there is no persuading inspiration to practice breath-control, physical positions, or use mantra, or picture nor does it oblige one to stop all experiences, however stop essentially, fundamental or negative musings & focus our psyche on God.

"… word "Examination" indicates 'to think'. As we as whole in all know, man's cerebrum is, normal, required with various considerations of world. In Raj-Yoga reflection, one pulls back one's psyche from every single essential thought, including bits of knowledge of one's own body, & one collects ones, mindfulness, in any event for quite a while, & considers shining & serene self as explanation behind wonderful & conscient light & short time later centers one's idea on god as one of kind soul, who in like way is inspiration driving conscient light & is sea of peace." limitation of essential examinations & memory or accentuation of considerations of shining self is master by arranging stream of bits of knowledge towards god i.e. extraordinary soul in his excellent house Paramdham which is universe of amazing light. In this sense, this reflection is withdrawal or inversion of one's mindfulness, from body & its presence to soul & its quiet world, or from weak methods for negative examinations on remarkable strategy for thought on god. Raj-Yoga thought may consequently, be depicted as readied development of consideration, using such techniques as innovatively considering, instinctually seeing & quietly mulling over & centering exceptional truths of self & god which lead to cognizance & assertion of subject. This
practice fuses turning of one's psyche & stream of his affection in heading of god, giving him hot-relationship with chat with him.

Raj yoga Meditation is course for confirmation of certifiable character of self & for encountering it. It helps individual to know truth about true blue nature of brain or self. Raj Yoga draws in individual to pull afresh from bits of knowledge of body & material world for a while. method of reasoning of Raj yoga empowers part to focus character on powerful self & affiliation itself love absolutely to exceptional soul who is light, euphoria, peace, love & may addressed in sort of amazing & breathtaking point. Raj Yoga reflection is reestablishing, strengthening, relaxing up, supporting & stiring. Raj Yoga makes soul consistently mindful of its prominent source, divine fate & glorious calm real nature. Raj Yoga has distinctive social significances that partners in making noteworthy methodology towards others & made disposition of Universal Brotherhood in hopeful of Yoga.

Raja yoga reflection can help in curing distinctive mental issues, for example, discouraged individual illness & different assorted burdens like hypertension, Insomnia, debilitating & whatnot. Raj Yoga expels weight, anxiety, dread & unmistakable negativities, which trouble individual, thusly slackening up cerebrum totally. In this way, contrary responses that run of mill cushy class on edge individuals experience are cured with help Raja yoga. Some of masochist defilements, which can be sufficiently cured through Raj Yoga, are uneasiness, over top lively issue, reasons for alarm subsequently on by brushing Raj Yoga with routine psychopharmacology & psychotherapy. Help more positive examinations can be utilized as part of middle of Raj Yoga to beat stress, dread for broad thriving. estimation of pharmaceutical can be lessened & malady can be devastated to center, since thought purges essential driver of psychosomatic ailments.

already expressed subjective talk of Raj Yoga thought plots there is essential slants of Raj Yoga reflection on mental, physiological & other mental dependability inclinations, that may conceivably move individuals to get it. Also, considering novel frameworks of Brahma Kumaris, it can be fathomed that this association has diverse eccentricity that could pull in individuals to consider its utilitarian acumen of life & thusly individuals could be persuaded through it. In this way, considering these all variables, some of examines have attempted to concentrate on insight unmistakable focal motivations behind Raj Yoga thought & even some investigates attempted to evaluate Brahma Kumaris honest to goodness framework & reflection rehearses at it world most
critical sentiment being foundations. However meanwhile, there are no any current looks at which could separate genuine & exact motivational segments that urge individuals to join Raj Yoga reflection at Brahma Kumaris. This recommendation would like to look at these motivational parts through consistent & observational examination point of view. In this theory, exceptional center has been made on looking into particular motivational fragments that urges individuals to join Raj Yoga thought hones at Brahma Kumaris International headquarter, Mount Abu, Rajasthan, India.

1.2.1 Aims of Brahma Kumaris

- To offer learning in principles, values, & spiritual & moral understanding to those who are interested; to reaffirm spiritual identity, inherent goodness, dignity, & worth of human being; & to foster spirit of universal brotherhood;
- To encourage transformation in individual awareness, attitude, & behavior as foundation of overall advancement of human condition throughout world;
- To teach BK Raja Yoga meditation & related methods of personal development & positive thinking;
- To promote better understanding of & within global human family through insight into spiritual connections among world’s religions; environmental & human well-being & promotion of equality.
- To clarify spiritual & moral perspectives on contemporary issues of personal, community & global concerns, & to facilitate greater awareness of corresponding rights & responsibilities to foster long-term, human-centered development. This would include moral & spiritual dimensions of education, support of economic, social, environmental & human well-being & promotion of equality.
- To enhance skills, arts, & talents & higher levels of attainment & quality in personal, professional, & public life.

1.2.2 Some of unique features of this spiritual organization are:

- It is world's first & largest spiritual movement led by women.
- It is truly one-of-its-kind global spiritual family that sustains itself by cultivating 'spiritual brotherhood' by methodically practicing soul consciousness.
- As global educational facility, it offers all its courses free of cost. It does not seek public funds & supports itself entirely by voluntary contributions made by its members.
• Exemplifying fact that when we change world changes, its regular members practice
spiritual principles & lifestyle that nurtures purity of body, mind, soul, relationships &
environment.

• A model of lifelong learning where daily spiritual study & early morning (4 am)
meditation form base for sustained individual progress. 'Traffic control' meditation 2-3
minutes of inner silence - is practiced at regular intervals throughout day to create peace in hectic
lifestyle.

• A formidable global network that connects wide cross-section of socio-economic &
cultural groups. It represents large segment of civil society that works for development &
sharing of human & social values.

1.2.3 Essential Teachings of Raja Yoga Shared by BKs

Raja Yoga is sovereign yoga. This has two points of view: firstly, being sovereign of oneself, in
like manner association with most Sovereign Being, i.e. with Divine or God. Raja Yoga
reflection is consequently less technique however rather more prudence, which empowers
individual to change care. Lessons cover few themes:

Care & Self-Realization: self, soul, is imagined as being of light, purpose behind light, organized
in purpose of joining of asylum. soul talks with world through assets. Each spirit has regular
phenomenal qualities – peace, love, truth, reasonability, & euphoria.

Association with God: God is in like way got handle on to be little inspiration driving light, yet is
impossible wellspring of affection, peace, truth, euphoria. Our association with God gives
everything foreseen that would reinforce soul.

Karmic laws: these are investigated not generally as system for persevering through my
condition or situation in life yet as proactive strategy for enhancing my life. law of karma
conveys that each activity has approach & denying response. inspiration driving our activity
picks nature of development & its outcome. insight of extraordinary qualities results in activities
incited by goodness that move self & furthermore different people.

Cyclic Time looks four times of Hinduism: Golden Age ('Sat Yuga'), Silver Age ('Treat Yuga'),
Copper Age ('Dwapur Yuga') & Iron Age ('Kali Yuga'). Raja Yoga moreover clears up fifth age,
Confluence Age ('Sangam Yuga'), which is season of move. We are starting now at extraordinary
point in history when, through association with God, renaissance in care is conceivable, drawing
in us to find sentiment fulfillment with ourselves & also different people. Such change results when all is said in done change that can return us to Golden Age of mankind once more. Tree of Life shows relationship of all our religious & effective conventions with God, Seed, Source of sustenance for tree.

A Spiritual Lifestyle: For some individual whose life is focused on effective study, there are sure lifestyles that improve critical movement: regulated reflection & study, veggie darling eating schedule, immaculateness & endeavoring to lead sensible life. People settle on decision to take after these, when they feel orchestrated.

Sensitivities: Spiritual University with particular cluster of showing up & way of life for general population who are devoted is seen as amazingly reviving by couple & with suspicion by others. Our reaction to stresses over what we do is always to offer welcome to encounter our focuses & our work at direct. 'Religious or extraordinary social gatherings', for case, BKWSU (UK) offer new & fundamental system for looking that assistants broadening number of individuals take off basic changes in their lives. More individuals are turning towards phenomenal nearness for answers for their issues.

Hugeness to today's presence: Raja Yoga lessons are useful, as they offer light to current condition of world. otherworldly mechanical congregations that are offered through courses, for occurrence, positive considering, stress association, confidence & stun association are to phenomenal degree obliging in administering life nowadays. Individuals who work in minding explanations behind living ideal position from learning courses in which they can keep up & oversee themselves to maintain strategic distance from wear out. In world where individuals reliably feel overpowered with inconveniences of bleeding edge life, methodology that can associate with our useful, effective qualities give outstanding arrangement of internal quality & joy.

1.3 Research Motivation
Distinctive specialists have prescribed that Raj Yoga can be considered as otherworldly or most lifted yoga that interfaces with self to supervise mind, sense-organs & body. There are several mental & physiological focal motivations behind Raj-yoga thought. In some late breaks down, bosses have endeavored to inspect moved reasons for energy of Raj Yoga thought yet meanwhile no gigantic examination look has been made or spun around examination of different inspiration considers that urges individuals to join Raj Yoga reflection, particularly at Brahma Kumaris
International base camp, Mount Abu, Rajasthan, India. On other hand, high pace headway of Brahma Kumaris association has besides pulled in masses to join Brahma Kumaris Raj Yoga reflection (BKRM) hones at universes powerful school, Mount Abu, which is touch of BK's International home office.

On other hand, world has seen significances of Yoga for solid, well off & amplify less life & amidst year 2015, June 21st was converged as World Yoga Divas transversely over globe. In such circumstances, study & examination particular motivational variables influencing individuals to handle Raj Yoga inspiration at Brahma Kumaris persuades chance to be gigantic examination objective. In this world, where each individual endeavor to accomplish dynamically & all more customary creatures & accomplishment, determination of Raj Yoga for long run & devoting towards Brahma Kumaris is fascinating examination space to be analyzed about.

examination of different motivational variables that put enthuse among individuals to handle Raj Yoga, can help both individual willing to join Raj Yoga at reflection at Brahma Kumaris & moreover true blue association to pull in more educates of Raj Yoga thought.

Unusually, it has been watched that idea & Yoga can be of awesome monstrousness to upgrade singular satisfaction & worth based way of life. Moreover, it can be indispensable for mental change, physiological soundness & uncommon achievement & so on. There are two instructing estimations that on exceptionally essential level moves expert to do this examination. regardless motivational variable creates with goal to investigate key segments & reason which empowers BK to urge individuals or fans to join BKRM. Truly, here, it is needed to investigate various premiums & association provisioning by BK which rouses individuals to oblige it. On other hand, second motivational part ascends out of mean to analyze unequivocal cherishing variables, for occurrence, mental, physiological & uncommon segments which prods individuals to join BKRM. Furthermore, of significance of thought, particularly Raj Yoga reflection & its centrality towards helping or diminishing exponential rising uneasiness, based life or watched life, exponential rising wrongdoing in families & division of relationship, against social exercises, for occasion, terrorism hence on likewise rouses scientists to play out this examination. perceiving check of vital motivational variables can empower individuals to join Raj Yoga reflection at Brahma Kumaris International central station, Mount Abu, & Rajasthan, India.
1.4 Research Objectives

Taking into consideration of research domain, existing research gaps & motivation, in this thesis, certain research objectives have been identified. Overall research objectives have been classified into two broad categories. These are general objectives & specific objectives. Here general objectives represent overall research intends or goal, which is intended to be accomplished at end of research. On other hand, specific objectives represent specific research approaches which are required to be performed so as to accomplish overall research objectives or general objective.

defined research objectives are given as follows:

1.4.1 General Objectives

predominant objective of this research work is to study & examine various motivational factors among Raj Yoga practitioners at Brahma Kumaris organization, Mount Abu, Rajasthan.

predominant objective of this thesis is to explore various factors that motivate people to adopt Raj Yoga meditation & get associated with Brahma Kumaris organization & philosophies.

1.4.2 Specific Objectives

Specific research objectives are given as follows:

1. To study & analyze significant demographic factors motivating Raj Yoga meditation.
2. To study & examine predominant motivational factors to learn Raj Yoga meditation at Brahma Kumaris organization & its spiritual enlightening practices.
3. To examine various spiritual, psychological & physiological factors that motivates people to learn Raj Yoga meditation at Brahma Kumaris.
4. To explore factors having positive effect/influence on motivation to learn Raj Yoga meditation at Brahma Kumaris Worlds Spiritual University, Mount Abu, Rajasthan.

1.5 Scope & Limitation of Research

This is matter of truth that there are number of significances of showed examination work. Some of uncommon duties of introduced examination work are given as takes after:

- presented research work has needed to analyze differing motivational variables that absolute impact individuals to take after Raj Yoga reflection at Brahma Kumaris. Thusly perceiving affirmation of different sections, for occurrence, mental parts, physiological segments & phenomenal variables & so on can be useful for individuals to consider Raj Yoga thought by particular means & wishes.
Unlike standard optional information based examination, this examination has been made in light of watchful & canny examination approach, where suitable reactions have been aggregated from fans/raja yoga practitioners at Brahma Kumaris, International Headquarters. It empowers impeccable & right data & conclusion. Indispensable information recovered from huge others/raja yoga practitioners empowers better & more productive clarification & in this manner quantifiable examination based saw motivational segments can be conveyed to be most apropos & great.

In present day circumstances, where families are breaking immediate aftereffect of nonattendance of conviction & understanding, opposing to social exercises such as wrongdoing, terrorism in this way on are developing exponentially, inspiration towards Raja yoga can invigorate & individuals to finish super normal & quiet life. As broke down in this recommendation, presentation of different reasons for eagerness of BKRM can prompt/enthuse individuals in masses to consider unaltering Raja Yoga reflection & live tranquil, happy & respect moved life.

Empirical research performed in this recommendation in like way plans to look at exceptionally redress motivational properties of physiological, mental & unprecedented fragments which can be investigated to mastermind figured model to move individuals to join BKRM. Here, prevalent obligation can be determination or unmistakable affirmation of exact motivational segment which is having significance for person.

Empirical examination likewise infers that Raja Yoga reflection has mind blowing hugeness to draw in human life serene, cheery, huge & associated with self, GOD, society & so forth. These qualities can completely induce individuals to take after far reaching honorable learning, general affiliation & worth based life rather uneven & compelled life society.

Research has uncovered that portions like soul & god understanding, love, peace, happiness, self-change, pessimistic conduct design less & sentiment self-less stage, valuable intuition & motivational point of view, prudence & identity building, honorability & essentialness towards getting divine ethics & force & whatnot can be gotten by Raj yoga reflection. From this time forward, individuals can consider it for empowering more respect moved human life.

Furthermore, reactions recovered from fans honing BKRM & particular information examination in this suggestion has uncovered that BKRM can be enormous to administer
differing mental, physiological & mental issues, for case, strain, uneasiness, dread & unmistakable negativities, for occasion, heart related infections, diabetes & so forth.

- research has uncovered that different variables like soul & god acumen, love, peace, delight, self-change, adverse conduct design less & inward voice less stage raising point of view, constraint & character building, & vitality towards getting divine ethics & force & so on urge individuals to take after Raj Yoga thought. appropriate provisioning of Raja Yoga can stir masses across globe to join & practice Raj Yoga to fabricate better world to live in.

- presented recommendation has expected that would delineate assorted parts of Brahma Kumaris & Raja Yoga examination in all around portrayed out way, which can on extremely essential level help peruses to think of it as & thusly happening as expected into urging individuals to practice Raja Yoga reflection. Along these lines, considering of these key obligations, it can be imparted that proposed research work & event results can be of uncommon centrality for both affiliations (like Brahma Kumaris giving Raja yoga) & additionally individuals or fans to consider changed significances of Raja Yoga reflection & unmistakable practices. Also, can be significant to consider BKRM hones & pleasing central focuses, therefore moving individuals to join intense establishments, for case, Brahma Kumaris & hone Raj Yoga reflection.

1.6 Research Hypothesis

Taking into consideration of research objectives of study & analysis of existing literatures on Raj Yoga meditation at Brahma Kumaris, in this research proposal certain research hypothesis have been defined. Some of predominant research hypotheses defined for overall research study are given as follows:

**Hypothesis-1:** Demography factors play very significant role in motivating people to adopt Raj Yoga meditation at Brahma Kumaris.

**Hypothesis-2:** personage thrust towards search for true spiritual means of life motivates people to become Raj yogis with Brahma Kumaris organization.

**Hypothesis-3:** Psychological, Physiological & Spiritual factors are vital motivational factors that put enthuse in Raj yogis or Raj Yoga practitioners.

**Hypothesis-4:** novel life culture, environment & holy practices at Brahma Kumaris World’s spiritual center at Mount Abu, Rajasthan motivates people to get associated with it.
1.7 Brahma Kumaris: Background

indicated speculation would like to consider & separate key motivational parts which urges individuals to join Raj Yoga examination at Brahma Kumaris International home office, Mount Abu, Rajasthan. Recollecting completed target to comprehend these typical motivational makes, it is essential to acknowledge & acknowledgment with Brahma Kumaris & Raj Yoga reflection. With these destinations, around there of indicated suggestion, brief exchanges of Raj Yoga reflection & Brahma Kumaris connection have been appeared. At in any case, Brahma Kumaris noteworthy alliance has been examined with its practical talk, which has been trailed by Raj Yoga reflection & its significances in human life. Furthermore, key considered inspiration has besides been examined in this part.

Brahma Kumaris is millenarian new religious change (NRM) set up in Northwest India in 1930s & in 2009 is orchestrated in more than 120 nations. It depicts individuals (BKs) of Brahma Kumaris as social restraint. BKs live of watchful uprightness, based around their focal routine of thought. solicitations of these social order are relied upon to free character, through control over body, winding up at ground zero in self –sovereignty. while several BKs live in ashrams in subtly sequestered get-togethers, most have home with their families & behavior regular lives as showed by their surroundings, society & circumstances. Hence, BKs continue & arrange interesting weights as they authority driving life that is altogether paramount while keeping up honest to goodness affiliations & satisfying their typical commitments.

awe-inspiring overpowering bit of Brahma Kumaris oversees all through alliance are ladies. Brahma Kumaris show that patriarchy is one of most clear signs that our presence has tumbled from it perfection of Golden Age. They exhibit that souls have no sex & consequently every last individual is correspondingly divine. Patriarchal traditions degenerate this truth by urging men to expect more discernible worth for themselves than ladies, & for ladies to recognize themselves to be less talented than men. Brahma Kumaris expect return of quickly drawing nearer Golden Age wherein men & ladies are totally equivalent. In mean time, so as to help its kin in their endeavors to adjust their souls & finish impeccable perfection before coming world change, association lifts ladies to most raised workplaces so they may comprehend how to sharpen their drive restricts in this manner men may learn lowliness.

Completely, word "Kumaris" in association's name, "Brahma Kumaris," means “Children” in Hindi, & Brahma Kumaris handle themselves as descendants of God, making every one of them
family to each other. One of connection’s three crucial systems for joint exertion is familial, & it is in definitely this assumption sisterhood (and affiliation) that Brahma Kumaris see family, with God as just certifiable guardian.

Brahma Kumaris win their level in various leveled relationship by making perfection of their heavenly achievements, particularly sensibility of their ethical behavior, their ability for equalization & appreciation. Development inside association is familial, huge, & managerial. Each of these three modalities for achievement of force take interest to give checks & changes against others.

Brahma Kumaris is world's first & most prominent phenomenal headway drove by ladies. It is driving relationship in world obliging critical needs of ladies Eighty years back maker of this exceptional school while with respect to ladies imparted, "Ladies power opens entry of paradise" & credited them huge position. From this time forward name given to this Vishwa Vidyalaya, "Brahma Kumari" is astounding status & equalization to ladies. This was one of element ventures in history of Brahma Kumaris & in entire of world.

Brahma Kumaris has as its prime motivation driving spreading message of peace, love, solidarity & suitability all over world. To finish this try, it has set up around 9200 remarkable focuses in 142 nations of world. While talking in Brahma Kumaris All-India meeting on Universal Values in Higher Education held from Oct.14 to 16, 2001 at Mount Abu, Honorable Justice Ranganath Misra, Former Chief Justice, Supreme Court of India said:

"This affiliation ought to acknowledge control commitment of touching off light into educators, into understudies & into social event. In event that there is wherever in world today where most noteworthy sentiment being is sales; I think it is this establishment. In this way relationship of this stay in contact with, this level, this air, is maybe most skilled establishment to enthuse into social event right thinking & right strategy for action."

Brahma Kumaris world exceptional school is all around committed to change of related huge learning & human qualities through down to earth systems in world. It has made its own particular composed work checking solitary experience & cognizant examination covering wide appear of extraordinary information & qualities.

Brahma Kumaris world critical school has trust in us at first prerequisite for headway in self. Brahma Kumaris world capable school, Mount Abu known for its quietness, most critical sentiment being & noiseless believed, is in like way affectionately called "Madhuban" which
signifies 'Boondocks of Honey'. There is critical gold mine inside us, from which we can expel all that we have to live famously, elatedly & boundlessly. Brahma Kumaris contributed in effortlessly available & throbbing presentation of normal adeptness advanced in oriental legacy of attributes, most noteworthy sentiment being & yoga in crystallization of self from uncertain nature of nonappearance of care, so one may be able to sense their unnoticeable closeness & flavor center of their messages for peace, purging & light of cerebrum. Essentially understanding need of hour, Brahma Kumaris recording & lessons is advancing to earth shrewdness of character building & upgrading qualities that lie at center of our inside being.

time has now come when as of late through assertion of giganticness of qualities & significant sentiment being in life, can surprises & issues be recuperated. seeds of peace & appreciation can be sowed set up of seriousness, hate & war. It has been found in history that affection has been triumphant over scorn & peace over disharmony & it has been understood this truth that all wars of world are never finished with weapons of disdain however have ended with sentiments of adoration, essential thankfulness & regard for each other.

1.8  **Brahma Kumaris: Historical Background**
Some as of late intelligent examinations done on Brahma Kumaris join those by Wallis (2002) & Nagel (1999). Since these studies date from mid 1980s, some viewed as certain, philosophical & social movement of Brahma Kumaris, since 1980s can be gotten from these scholastic studies. This leaves on us behind to present time, which is working with more grounded post-forefront center in relationship with religion as noted by Clarke (2006a).

Brahma Kumaris started in mid 1930s (Ramsay & Smith 2008) as small remarkable social occasion in Hyderabad, Sindh, India (now some portion of Pakistan). Formalizing their social occasion in August 1938 (Radhe 1943), bundle called itself Avinashi Gyan Yagya yet was suggested by others as Om Mandli (holy circle). Om Mandli contained basically of young ladies from Bhaiband society, social staying of vendors & shippers in Hyderabad Sindh. In 1950s, social occasion was formally named Brahmā Kumaris Ishwariya Vishwa Vidyalaya, which unravels as Brahma Kumaris World Spiritual University.

In light of present circumstances, past studies offer essential design of alliance's change more than forty years, especially Nagel's (1999), which looks into BK religious rationale all around. Walliss' study tails others (Babb 1984; Skultans 1993; Howell & Nelson 1997; Puttick 1997;
Howell 2005; Howell 2000) that track alliance's changing personality after some time. Walliss saw that moving closer destruction of world, expected on no under three events, had not yet happened (Beit-Hallahmi 2003) and, in result, alliance & its kin wound up being persistently required in world issues. change had gone from one where individuals confined themselves from world, through being exclusively exhibiting relationship in India with firm insights on date of world demolition, to social change. Placed in post-impelled world, Brahma Kumaris had adjusted & begun offering gathering of assignments to suit needs of various parties of individuals (Clarke 2006a).

Another particular documentation in number of fast syntheses (Babb 1984; Howell 1998; Puttick 1997; Puttick 1999; Skultans 1993; Sudesh 1993) is great status of women in Brahma Kumaris & part organization together has played in changing social appraisals of women in India (Lalrinawma 2004) particularly inside & on edges of made BK society. Babb suggests Brahma Kumaris as "indigenous ladies' adaptability in present day Hindu social occasion" (1984:399), & saw that "sensibilities of women have contributed in key ways to deal with oversee conviction strategy of progress" (1982:50).

Regardless of neighborhood impression of women as all things considered sullied in midst of menstruation(Olson2007b) & general more dirtied than men (Madan 2003; Sinclair –Brull 1997), originator still considered that women held basic models & made uncommon intense instructors. At time of its foundation, & still in various countries where BKs work, young women & women of get-together would for most part have been swearing at enthusiastic age, submitting them to family, & by definition unchaste, life. In joining Yagya, & giving their settlements to movement, young women & women were discharging custom & living on very basic level self-decision & unassuming lives (Khandelwal 1997). Women left their family homes, not for most part with family reinforce; female youths, mothers & elderly women were again & again gotten by their families & continued with beatings; standing veggie colossal others were obliged to eat pig meat by angered relatives; & women were shackled or set in shot spaces for basic long time at time (Radhe 1939). This mercilessness & driving forward may be touch of what actuated people's central division & world release.

Today, Brahma Kumaris association is truly around world (Smith 2008), with more than 7000 centers in 128 countries, areas & islands. Distinctive are planned in spots of turmoil, joining into Middle East, Africa & friend Asia. In expansive bits of these spots, named BK head must be
amazingly mindful, & present colossal examinations in ways that are marvelous with contemplations saw inside, & rich to, that society. In no short of what one spot, BKs show people structures to stay peaceful & to lead more fulfilled life, yet can't use words 'reflection', 'yoga', 'soul', "most critical conclusion being" or "God" because of country's political position. While BKs expect, that world will end up being constantly troublesome spot to have, they dependably place themselves in some of its most troublesome locales & work at making bona fide beneficial relationship with people of reputation to gather joint effort for their exertion work.

Brahma Kumaris rose out of Hindu social base in Northwest India under strong Muslim effects. On one hand Brahma Kumaris is delegated Hindu requesting (Babb 1984; Chowdhry 1996), or as Neo-Hinduistic (Clarke 2006b), yet titanic measures of Brahma Kumaris essentials, for case, monotheism, quietude for women & no asylum love, sit obviously outside Hindu feelings. couple of BKs consider their approach to manage specific from Hinduism, as do other Indian set up NRMs, including International Society for Krishna Consciousness (ISKCON), Ad-Dharm (Juergensmeyer 1988) & Radhasoami (Jestice 2004). Brahma Kumaris' dependably religious speculation draws on Hindu sacred substance as its reference point, yet it in like way wires lessons from Granth (Sikh favored substance), Bible (Christian blessed substance) & Qura'an (Muslim wonderful substance), & in like manner oral & substance based data of Buddha, Jainism & Arya Samaj (Hindi change movement set up in 1875). By touching on all sentiments in its exchanges, Brahma Kumaris method of reasoning can be seen as ecumenical as opposed to for or against any settled religious way. In any case, diverse people who lived in same social event as Om Mandli people acknowledged that their thinking undermined basic Hindu qualities (Chaudhuri 2003).

Brahma Kumaris originator, Dada Lekhraj, was considered as Lekhraj KhubchandKriplani to educator. few makers keep up that he was considered in 1876-7(Piven 2004b) & others 1870 (Mitchiner 1992). Records from setting up people (Radhe 1939) & memories of neighborhood government powers (Hardy 1984) of 1930s impart that he was 54 years of age in 1938 making first inclusion with world year 1884. In beginning, people from BK social solicitation may have chosen Dada's age to be 60 in light of route that, as demonstrated by dharma plans (Olson 2007b), this is age at which man begins his powerful life. Today, this age is quietness inferred as sathiyana or 'gone sixtyish' in north Indian neighborhood vernacular (Cohen 1998) & serves as beneficial social class & life marker that reflects age-specific perspectives, feelings & practices.
In light of these ashramas, & considering restrictive society of period when Om Mandli was produced, enthusiastic synchronicity of Dada 'being 60' may have been for most part more key than true blue birth dates. In any case, names & dates of birth, two sorts of character so major for some non-Indians, are for most part fluid & variable in India & subject to compelled decision (Agrawal 1969). Nineteen & mid twentieth century dates of birth in India were equivocal & tricky, absolute best situation (Weiner 1973), & exceptional names were once in while changed to suit times of life or heavenly requitals. Some senior BKs, who were youngsters in 1930s, relied on upon physical stature & reported age of their amigos to help them pick their own specific age. This is issue of request for few inquirers, particularly from United Kingdom, which is home of site that advances warmed & by & large negative rational exchanges about Brahma Kumaris.

Dada Lekhraj was touch of Bhaiband merchant party & Hindu supporter of Vallabacharya requesting (a Vaishnav association started by Sri Vallabhacharya (1479-1531) who kept up Vedanta non-dualistic theory. Hindus in Sindh were confined into two classes, Amils & Bhaibands. Amils were significantly taught, with various having able & government positions in Hyderabad & Karachi. They were refined & cleaned, some of time holding high work environments. Obviously, Bhaibands were forces who traded silk, knickknacks & materials. Most were not proficient, lion's offer not having completed their discretionary controlling. In any case, Bhaibands earned wealth & discernible quality through their diaspora to Singapore, Hong Kong & Bangkok, while 'in not very inaccessible past keeping up their home work environments in Hyderabad. men reliably lived abroad, misusing their noteworthy others & returning home for month or so every couple of years. Their mates & children stayed in Hyderabad & lived honorable & great lives, as was anticipated from them. By ideals of opened up history of Muslim standard, Islamic qualities exacerbated neighborhood Indian & Hindu perspectives towards women in Northwest India, with restrictions on sexuality & firm considerations of good quality (Ikram 1989; Chand 2006). veiling & parcel of women observed chance to be standard in this patrilineal & patrilocal society.

Throughout his shrouded life, Dada Lekhraj was especially respected lay Hindu, had two chiefs, & office for indicating great messages, for event, central & cherished Hindu blessed created work, Shrimad Bhagavad Gītā & Sikh holy substance, Gurū Granth Śāhib showing his proclivity with society & religions of Northwest India. Dada totally took pleasure in drawing in favored
men, sages & control, & going on reliable voyages through northern India. While he was blazing, he put aside his leverage as sad merchant of wheat, general of Bhaiband, & entered pearl trade to work in Kolkata. Dada quickly made phenomenal reputation in enhancements business and, as time passed, he restricted association with gigantic measures of rulers & with people from well off classes of Northwest India, who changed into his general clients.

By 1984 Brahma Kumaris was made in around 30 countries. In 1986 Brahma Kumaris made its first far reaching try, Million Minutes of Peace, for which it got seven UN Peace Messenger rewards. For Million Minutes of Peace, people from 88 countries gave minutes of peace through time spent in supplication, examination & quiet thought, making "bank" of peace. In four weeks (mid-September to mid – October 1986) 1,231,975,713 minutes (relative to 2,344 years) were accumulated. In 1988, Global Cooperation for Better world was made as take after –up to million minutes of Peace. People were requested to share their fantasies from what better world may look like through trade, craftsmanship, execution & workshops. Living Values Education Program (Tillman 2007), & moreover specific qualities –based works out (virola & corpus 2008), began from these driving exercises.

As BK, general determination has continued making, with 100,000 in 1988 & 850,000 in 2009, association has fabricated two new grounds: Gyān Sarovar (1995) that suits 1700 people & is all around down mountain, & Shântivan (1998), in fields of Rajasthan at foot of Mt Abu. Shantivan, past farm where BKs would stop for new sugar stick on far up mountain, has been completely redeveloped. Shantivan now takes after town fit for supporting & obliging more than 11,000 people day. These grounds oblige pioneers who touch base in two or three thousand from inside India & abroad to unsurprising social affairs & outstanding pulls back in midst of summer season amongst September & April, cooler season. There are particular times put something aside for Indians & nonnatives, sorted out to enliven magnificent comfort for clearing (15,000) & inconsequential (3,000) numbers autonomously. division between 'Indian season' & 'remote season' is to some degree adaptable, with both Indians & untouchables ceaselessly show up at each occasion. Visitors from India as last resort stay for only few days given their basic numbers, however recommended length of stay for nonnatives is two weeks, particularly considering divisions some non-Indian BKs spread to arrive.

routine of open looked toward raja yoga engages positive notions & excellent wishes to be exchanged through routine of drishti, most focal sort of paramount dharnā (preparing of
impeccable targets) & cleaned custom for BKs. Drishti is both trademark basic look, & show up of exchanging positive singing vibrations through eyes. BKs welcome that shrewd point of view makes environment vibration of which can be transmitted to each other through eyes. Drishti is thought to be one of most lifted sorts of going on basic warmth, control & not all that awful conclusion between souls. While eyes are open, accepted is secured inner, thusly eyes are uninvolved, used just to transmit vibrations & not to "see" (Whaling 1995).

Reflection for BKs is relationship amongst soul & Supreme Soul. starting time of examination is dependably soul consideration, & systems used by young people are same as those used by BKs of seventy years in gyān. Through plain practices of hypo-imperativeness methods (Howell 1997:151) to get prepared identity, BKs first direct their examinations & keep up mental quietude while concentrating on self as soul & studying Supreme Soul. acknowledged is to back off mind enough so that examinations then make experiences. This practice ceaselessly makes changed states of care (Howell 1997). In midst of thought & in managed life, BKs might want to experience sustenance & fulfillment of all relationship, for case, those of mother, father, buddy, pal, tyke & associate, with Shiv Baba. BKs say they perceive watchful state free of each & every outside sponsorship (checking mantras, breathing, positions & floating), drawing broad assortment of power & sustenance from Shiv Baba.

Courses progressed:
As driving association showing heading in basic learning & human qualities Brahma Kumaris offers people of all establishments opportunity to examine enormous insider convictions of soul, God, karma, cycle of time & arrangement of Raja yoga meditation. Specific workshops & masterminding modules people sharpen significant musings, thoughts, perspectives & practices that headway their trademark qualities & qualities.

soul of broadness, co-operation & warmth in Brahma Kumaris family social requests experience & express best in them. clearing number of individuals & families all over world have completed subjective change in their lives through these courses.

By indispensable course in reflection, association offers taking after courses in spots like centers, schools, constraint working environments & business & cutting edge establishments:

• Foundation Course in Raja Yoga Meditation
• Self-Empowerment Workshops
• Stress Management & Right Thinking
• Diploma, P.G. Verification & M.Sc., in Values & Spirituality
• M.B.A. in Self-Management & Crises Management
• Clean Mind & Green Earth Project
• Life Management Skills
• Positive Change in Life (for youth)
• Positive Approach to Total Health
• Values in Family Life (for women)
• Art of Happy Living

Other Spiritual Courses

All through world Brahma Kumari’s centers offer variety of short courses, addresses & classes which focus on advancement of specific individual aptitudes & properties of character.

**These include:**

Positive Thinking-How to use mind in positive & thought way.
Push Free Living-Understanding, planning & altering stress.
Self-Managing Leadership – course for specialists on most ideal approach to manage one's bits of information, estimations & behavior when in affiliation part.
Four Faces of Woman – Reconnecting with unending self.
Self-Management Quality of Life – How to build up your confidence
Advantaged bits of data of Self-Esteem – How to amass & oversee feeling of pride & sense of pride.
Wander Positive Change – How to make Positive Personality
Positive Approach to Total Health (PATH)
Stress Management & Right Thinking(SMART)

1.9 **Global Headquarters & Campuses:**

Brahma Kumaris general focal station are arranged in Mount Abu, Rajasthan, in India. There are three grounds two at Mount Abu & one at foothills close Abu Road-that serve amazing number of people around year as essential retreat centers, gathering venues & informational workplaces offering regard instructional classes.

In occasion that zone of all old human development transversely over world like Egyptian, Easter Islands, Mayan et cetera, joined by lay line on earth, then Mount Abu which is in Aravalli Hills in India proceeds with same lay line. degree & longitude of Mount Abu are 240N & 720E.
With reference to earth, there is Rajasthan, India, as needs be it is center reason behind Earth. At Mount Abu, Rajasthan, India is center clarification behind Earth & GOD Shiva incarnates at this spot & shows avowed significant data & old Indian Raja yoga thought which people needs to learn unstably & through which present Iron age will changed into heaven.

On one side humankind is chasing down GOD in safe houses, mosques, favored spots & Gurudwars at same time specialists are doing enormous examination to reveal enigmas of this mind boggling universe & on another side, Almighty GOD, has showed Himself in delightful nature of Aravalli slants at International HQ of Brahma Kumaris, Mount Abu, Rajasthan India. "Gifted authority OF UNIVERSE, PAINTING GOLDEN REALITY WHICH WILL BE KNOWN TO WORLD IN NEAR FUTURE".

Today, enthusiasts of unquestionably fathomed examiner Nikola Tesla are feeling that he will return as he had appeared on seventeenth July 1930 that, "Occasionally, BUT NOT NOW, I WILL ANNOUNCE SOMETHING WHICH YOU CANNOT FIND IN FAIRY TALES".

Change of universe from Iron age to Golden age is beat most occasion in history of humankind which is going to happened & can't found in whimsical stories. For expected Golden age, Nikola Tesla's examination of unlimited quality & Eternal will be reality & by day's end there will be conjunction of science & significant sentiment being.

1.9.1 INTERNATIONAL HEAD QURTERS-MOUNT ABU, RAJASTHAN

In 1950, affiliation moved to Mount Abu, calm spot accepted for its old legacy & saw as sanctified destination by different hunting down noteworthy rebuilding & strengthening. Settled high in Aravalli Mountains of Rajasthan, it gave perfect area to reflection & thought. In old stories of antiquated arrangements, Abu is lauded as favored spot & is connected with names of sages & diviners; along these lines there are different shelters & withdrawals to be found upon it.

1.9.2 Headquarters Campuses

Regardless, short walk removes you from labyrinth of action into quiet division of this consecrated destination whose environment overflows supposition charm; & to general base camp of Brahma Kumaris from whence information of expert of all yogas, Raja Yoga, is spread. base camp complex incorporates on very basic level three grounds - Madhuban (Pandav Bhawan & Om Shanti Bhawan), Gyau Sarovar & Shantivan •-and moreover recreational park called Peace Park, & Global Hospital & Research Center(GHRC).

1.9.3 Madhuban-Forest of Honey
Maintained by Mt. Abu's extreme greatness & rich vegetation, & settled close still waters of Nakki Lake, lies 'Madhuban', general central station of Brahma Kumaris. Madhuban is spot where impressive number of BK understudies from right around 142 nations gather to build up their idea hone. Madhuban's unmistakable & unpretentious air of most huge sentiment being moves colossal encounters. master of Raja Yoga examination has no persuading inspiration to take off radical redesigns in way of life or for unequaled leave home & family. Regardless, couple of weeks in Madhuban, far from standard responsibilities, basically understudies' phenomenal headway. Areas & workshops give vital contraptions which empower understudies to look into & make forces of significant sentiment being typical inside every person.

1.9.3.1 Madhuban Campus-Pandav Bhawan, Mt. Abu
Over decades Madhuban grounds has advanced into broad, yet still monstrous, complex of quarters, private units, thought venues & structures that house eating up work environments, authoritative workplaces, forming shop, phone trade & dispensary. Settled in midst of Aravalli inclinations close Nakkl Lake, Madhuban-Forest of Honey - floods old world solicitation & talented noteworthy vibe made by years of reflection by senior Rajyogis, Lakhs of BK understudies go to Madhuban reliably for effective refreshment & moved phenomenal learning.

- It serves as general base camp of Brahmakumaris.
- It is grounds where facilitator of affiliation, Prajapita Brahma, & its first managerial head, Mateshwari Jagadamba Saraswati, maintained little social affair into nation over extraordinary headway in 1950s & 60s.
- Besides private quarters & workplaces, it has marvelous Universal Peace Hall • Om Shanti Bhawan • 3,000-arrange get together room that has been empowering worldwide & national traditions since 1983.
- Saba's room, Saba's cabin, Tower of Peace & History Hall • acknowledgments concentrated on Prajapita Brahma• are principle attractions for lakhs of noteworthy pioneers.

1.9.3.2 Om Shanti Bhawan (Universal Peace Hall)
Om Shanti Bhawan was made in 1983 in which rule get together vestibule, Universal Peace Hall, is arranged. It is to incredible degree connecting with get-together path & 5,000 individuals can sit in it. Other than this, there is office of interpretation in 16 tongues in meantime. It has been
declared as open adventurer place. More than 8,000 individuals come here to see it orderly. Dependably huge social events twist framed here on boundless scale. Amazing working environments of Raja Yoga Education for Indian as well with respect to remote kinfolk & sisters are accessible here. Along these lines, classes identifying with qualities & most critical sentiment being are held here.

1.9.3.3 Pandav Bhawan
huge understudies experience remarkable peace as they enter Pandav Bhawan at Abu. They recall God on premises out of blue. It is expected that Pandavas perceived God Shiva as their charioteer after they had repudiated each unremarkable extravagance. In same way, committed & surrendered souls who stand here perceive God Shiva as their Supreme Father, Teacher, Satguru! surrendered family & sisters live remarkably key way of life & experience critical thought reliably.

1.9.3.4 Tower of Peace
Brahma Baba left his mortal circle on eighteenth January, 1969 & duty named • Tower of Peace 'was raised. This is acknowledgment that symbolizes apology & tapasya of Pila Shri Brahma & butcher’s indecencies of horrifying individuals. tower of peace, learning, may & flawlessness goad individuals to lead unadulterated & yogi life, it makes feeling pretty much as Brahma Baba is calling his young people from direct world. guests consider it to live refuge. B. Ks consider it as Maha Dham. God says, 'on off chance that you ought to be great, achieved these present circumstances place.'

1.9.4 World Renewal Spiritual Museum
Heavenly Museum is engineered in heart of Mount Abu, close recorded Nakki Lake. It pulls in travelers beginning from India & abroad. There are entrancing wide statues & trans lights which viably demonstrate that season of indecencies & inconveniences is to be over soon & supplanted by Satyuga having morals, peace, joy.
This showcase gives information of entire world & four yugas including fifth short yuga of progress - Sangam yuga. scene of Golden Bharat fills our cerebrum with fulfillment. It is like way gives information of karmic theory. In this real center, laser show is displayed free of cost which presents flawless blend of science & significant sentiment being. At end of this show up, guests experience impact of Raja yoga through laser bars for couple of minutes.
There is Raja yoga room in this show passageway wherein guests are given Raja yoga training. Certifiable information & Raja yoga camps are sorted here in night & morning.

1.9.5 Gyan Sarovar – Lake of Knowledge

Gyan Sarovar is formally known as "Academy for Better World". name Gyan Sarovar is reminiscent of 'Mansarovar', about which legend goes that any individual who dunked into lake rose in sort of pixie or brilliant master. Gyan Sarovar is environment which draws in people to plunge into "Lake of Knowledge" & become exceptionally changed.

Set up by Brahma Kumaris in 1996, Gyan Sarovar Academy for Better World was introduced as part of happiness of University's 60th acknowledgment. Establishment is general grounds - place where men, ladies & adolescents can achieve their charming human potential & make estimations of our crucial humankind.

1.9.5.1 Gyan Sarovar Campus

Gyan Sarovar is social occasion change intensify that included progression of complete town complex on 35 portions of spot that is known for extent. On this zone, which is orchestrated on Mt. Abu four kilometers from Madhuban, Brahma Kumaris have made retreat air without aggravating standard geology & unique area. design wires both urban & regular parts into symphonious & clearing environment which fits being eco-obliging & free from air & tumult contamination.

1.9.5.2 Gyan Sarovar • Academy for Better World:

Gyan Sarovar is ultra-forefront grounds in common setting that presents soul lifting, eco-obliging air where learning & encountering critical qualities find opportunity to be earth shattering establishment.

• Spread more than 35-fragments of range, it is found four kilometers from Pandav Bhawan.

• Inaugurated in 1995, it has condition of-craftsmanship 1600-seat amphitheater with interpretation work environments for 22 tongues. There are 14 workshop & get prepared rooms, settlement for 800 visitors, eating up doors, library, craftsmanship appears, examination rooms, success office & farms.

• Each year establishment has general occasions, for case, Call of Time Dialog, Peace of Mind Retreat & National Dialog, get-togethers & courses that have pulled in driving masters
from fields of science, affiliation, human organizations, law, business & association, bearing &
media.

1.9.5.3 Spiritual Art Gallery
There is Spiritual Art Gallery that is worked with co-operation of people of world. This shows
grouped unprecedented perspectives & is equipped with workmanship, sound & cutting edge
headway. This spot is equipped by Bks. data of soul & Supreme Soul has been cleared up with
help of front line differing media has any sort of impact. change of science & calm is other than
included. standard attractions around portion fluctuating media shows up, laser shows up, 3D
picture & multi-media presentations. No visit to Gyan Sarovar is overseen without seeing
Spiritual Art Gallery. Entry to Gallery is free of any charges.
Concordance Hall, Baba's Oval-limited room, Meditation room, Russian wellspring merit seeing.
Baba's Hut is motivation driving excitement for visitors. There is Training Center that has 13
hallways which can oblige 150 people each. There is another essential spot, Spiritual Application
Research Center (SPARC).
For smooth relationship of Institution, it is allotted into particular Wings for welfare of society,
for instance, Science & Engineering, Media, Sports, Education, Political, Religious,
Administration, Cultural, Jurists, Security, Women. Social Service, Business & Industries,
Youth, Medical, Transport & Rural. In these rooms, there is seating limit for 75 to 150 people.
There is Shiva Bhola Nath Bhandara, Dining Hall in which 2000 people can eat in interim at 7
novel counters.
There is colossal get-together room in Academy, which is known as Harmony Hall. 1800 people
can sit in it. There is illumination office in 17 vernaculars in mean time. sound structure is
astonishing. Entryway is furnished with warming & cooling workplaces.
There are 30,000 unmistakable sorts of trees & plants in this establishment which make this spot
to unimaginable degree captivating, in 1996, Academy was acquainted with Habitat II, second
UN Conference on Human Settlements held in Istanbul, Turkey. It was seen as bit of Best
Practice Initiative for Human Settlements.

1.9.5.4 Gyan Sarovar Programs
Since Brahma Kumaris consider outstanding closeness to be key to awesome & exceptional
renaissance & continuing with social reasonableness, programs offered at Gyan Sarovar
consolidate subjects, for event, self-fortifying, self-affiliation, positive considering, examination,
sensible most paramount slant being & dynamic development. These endeavors, courses & pulls back focus on achieving whole game plan & proceeding on changes in setting, behavior & lifestyles. They draw on experience & bits of information grabbed, & procedures, frameworks & aptitudes made, in midst of Brahma Kurnaris' sixty-year history.

1.9.6 Global Hospital & Research Center (GHRC)

Western Rajasthan is one of scarcest advantaged degrees of India. lot of it is desert, water is unobtrusive & nonappearance of planning rate is high. greater piece of masses has for long time been kept from securing key flourishing measures. This situation began to change in 1990 with establishment of J. Watumull Memorial Global Hospital & Research Center, Brahma Kumaris action. Needed to give amazing, present day, wide government managed savings relationship in calm, run of mill environment, recuperating focus offers free or financed treatment & answer for 100,000 people, of whom 54,000 are tribal occupants including 855 primitive towns. modifying office is controlled & continue running by unselfish trust set up & kept up by people from Brahma Kumaris. To know more, please visit Global Hospital & Research Center.

General Hospital & Research Center is dream worked out obviously for tribals & neighborhood people of Mount Abu GHRC was worked with intend to give extensively exhaustive human associations in this pervasively regular & poor zone, by blending best of western science & oriental cures with frameworks of Raja yoga reflection. surprising some portion of GHRC is its flawless surroundings, clean internal parts & calm, smiling appearances of expert's office staff. Standard operations in GHRC are controlled by qualified staff, greater part of whom are also specialists of Raja yoga meditation. It has 15 focuses in Out-Patient Department, 70 in-patient beds, totally arranged working rooms, radiology & path lab for symptomatic systems & surprising working environments for homeopathy, magnetotherapy & nature cure. recuperating office gives more than 80% of its affiliations everlastingly out of pocket. Other striking parts of GHRC are:

- Free meeting.
- Free treatment & free supply of answers for all-inclusive community who can't pay, & regardless of overall public who are based on colossal & religious asking.
- Providing free examination, treatment & cures in remote towns of Mount Abu under Village Outreach Program.
- Educating neighborhood bunch about physical, mental & moral flourishing.
• Providing salvage vehicle affiliations.
• Organizing clear & screening camps for ophthalmology office & general pharmaceutical patients.
• Organizing Coronary Artery Disease Regression Programs at typical between times by developing lifestyle.

1.9.7 Peace Park
Brahma Kumaris Peace Park is both shocking & tranquil, conventional space where quiet & beguilement exist together. Park offers impeccable recreational environment, with level playing fields, wander zones, swings, & nature walks. Settled between two prestigious peaks of Aravalli slants no two ways about it saw brilliant journey destinations of Gum Shikhar & Achal Garbh-Peace Park is desert yard nursery of principal greatness only 8 kms from Madhuban grounds.

1.9.7.1 Peace Park: -
Peace Park is tribute to Brahma Kumaris' commitment to keeping up essential living spaces. Park is desert greenery fenced in zone of standard grandness where quiet & diversion exist together. It is discovered 8 km from BK home office. Park offers:
• Guided visits to see basic superbness of environs.
• Short video presentation on thoughts of Rajyoga. Reflection responsibility in choice of venues – open – air grass lodge, stone sinkhole or bamboo thought house.
• Perfect actuation retreat, with playing fields, outing districts, swings, & nature walks.
• Unique rock gardens with wide arrangement of succulents. House range, citrus corner, trademark showcases of enhancing thistles, coleus, geraniums, hibiscus, climbers & creepers & rose yard nursery.

1.9.7.2 Main Attractions of Peace Park:
• Learning more about Raja Yoga Knowledge & Self.
• Guide Lines for Inner Introspection, reflection & obsession with Supreme Father.
• Experiencing external immensity & quiet with internal magnificence peace & joy.
• Donating calm vibrations for world peace.
• Audio visual shows up & reflections houses.
• Children's Park.

1.9.8 Shantivan
At base of Mount Abu, just before Abu Road begins its turn up Mount Abu, lays, to left of road, perceptible character boggling, third Brahma Kumaris grounds, Shantivan. This sprawling collection of structures was basic response to Institutions' dependably making world-changing activities in territory of capable heading & get readied. It gives inconceivable venue to holding huge get-togethers, vital collections & pulls back, & partitions bleeding edge framework for correspondence, transport, expansive kitchen & gobbling up workplaces, well-laid-out roads, power, & sun engineered essentialness.

1.9.8.1 Shantivan-Forest of Peace (Talhati, Abu Road)
exuberant pace of affiliation transversely over world has seen BK family making & attracting sensational seekers in broad numbers. Thusly, by 1997 monster grounds, Shanti van, came up at foot of Mount Abu, outside Abu Road Town.
• It is most unmistakable grounds of Brahma Kumaris, engaging phenomenal pulls back, orchestrating undertakings & get-togethers around year.
• It joins comfort for 15,000 people; three-story gobbling up complex, meeting way, six workshop gateways, two examination rooms & workmanship show up.
• It has printing press for went on BK shaping, magazines & thought material.
• Its most striking area is mammoth Diamond Hall, which can sort out 20,000 people.
• It has most noticeable illustrative daylight based office in India for cooking & passing on force.

1.9.8.2 Majestic Diamond Hall
standard excitement of Shantivan is its epic, strikingly Diamond Hall, attempted to watch Diamond Jubilee of University. Mind boggling in craftsmanship, building & equipment, it has limit of having capacity to arrange 20,000 people! Shantivan complex joins major get-together vestibule & six humbler lobbies. seating motivation behind detainment of meeting hall is twelve hundred & there is office for synchronous elucidation in sixteen vernaculars. all littler entrances each oblige three hundred & fifty people & are fitting for regions, classes, workshops, et cetera. There are nearly two campaigns for reflection & immense recorded focus on this grounds.

1.9.8.3 lotus-formed 'Tapasya Dham'
A lotus-formed 'Tapasya Dham' is basic Shantivan. It is round-shaped working of which upper part is kept like leaves of lotus. sensitive wellsprings around this Dham soomind. There is little garden where Rajyogis ruminate at solitary spot & thusly contort benefitted in general sense. Disregarding this enormous structure, Shantivan has most conspicuous sensible daylight based device in India, which gives steam warmth to cooking; and, together with wind criticalness, offers imperativeness to PCs, telephone exchange & emergency lighting systems.

**1.9.8.4 Tower of Light (Prakash Sthambh)**

Dadi Prakashmani ji, past Chief of Brahma Kumaris left her mortal body on 25th August, 2007. eight fragment acknowledgment, 'Tower of Light (Prakash Sthamb)' at Shantivan, Abu Road has been certain affirmation of Dadi's captivating critical affiliation & tending to more than 38 years as Head of Institution after devastation of its Founder Prajapita Brahma on 18 January, 1969. Tower of Light is octagonal fit as fiddle having eight centers symbolizing eight perfect forces which late Dadi Prakashmani exemplified.

base some segment of tower is raised marble-made stage completed with shape & picture of globe symbolizing late Dadi's general huge associations. In addition, top of tower is colossal oval molded greenish starlight tending to "Gem of Light".

**1.10 GODLY WOOD STUDIO**

'Noteworthy quality through Raja Yoga Spirituality', is thought which should be changed. It looks like show to be played & recorded at most astounding purpose of need once-over of 'Media teachers & advocators'. In its span to secure straightforwardness all walk & inspect media, Incorporeal God Shiva, through Brahma Kumaris, has able to each Robin hood of Multimedia planet, creation called Godly Wood Studio.

Motivations behind Godly wood studio: -

- To mix masses with high –tech working environments & train them in Godly Knowledge & clear Raja Yoga
- To hand-off live shows of Brahma Kumaris lessons & reflection courses
- To get arranged & trade such courses for strain free & intense living
- To recognize indication of Godly approach of new World through change & development of perfection, peace & prosperity.
Motivation - This extremely progressed electronic media studio makes TV ventures & films concentrated on spreading noteworthy information & Raja Yoga examination. This attempting studio try is required to make particular fundamentally engineered TV activities & movies was considered & started by BK. Ramesh Shah, Managing Trustee of Brahma Kumaris. Zone Godly Wood Studio, is coordinated at foothills of Aravalis Mountain Range, inside limits of Brahma Kumaris International Headquarters-Manmohini Complex grounds, masterminded close Abu Road, Rajasthan, inaugural strip cutting organization was commended on sixteenth October, 2012, through hands of Administrative Head of Brahma Kumaris &. Her Excellence in Divinity, Respectable Rajyogini, Dadi Jankiji. Honorable wood, from its time of begin, from all through world, has been pulling in limit, with quality composed demeanor, surmised for Conscience showcase & Universal society.

Building & Architecture – Godly wood studio is six staggered working with delightful headway & graph & is standing case of 'Compositional beauty' & Cultural information.' It is fused with 3 condition of craftsmanship Video Studios, which are fortified with Hi Tech Technology thick in its Lightning Systems, Control rooms with moving media switchers & office of remote operation of cameras. entire shooting takes places through cameras which bolster High Definition (HD) program courses of action near to taste of Dolby.

Working environments – Godly wood studio has Preview Theater with 5.1 Mixing office & useful sound structure. sneak top Theater has affirmation of 25 get-togethers of people for review of movies, execution & scenes. Sound Recording Studio, present on its sixth floor, has instruments to pick up life voice & reestablishing influences in music. Advancement Department of Godly wood, planned at fourth floor is talented by inventive assembling & kept up by course of action of workstations which can move eyes on charged, better request of inventiveness.

Topic Integrity with differentiating qualities Within dividers of Godly Wood-No one can miss center of "Integrity inside Diversity" viz. mosaic made in light of various Regional tongue divisions.

Programs-Godly wood contains work environments to fortify unmistakable endeavors that can keep running on adjacent vernaculars, to be specific Gujarati, Bengali, Marathi, Malayalam & Telugu. indications of Godly Wood Studio are its shows up, which get impart on Peace of Mind or in Godly Wood Web TV, self-run Internet based TV. Behind them, there is spine of pros, experienced in indications & vitality.
Some of essential comprehended endeavors from Godly wood are:

a) Hindi Language: - Samadhaan, Ek Mulaqat, Divine Harmony, Ruhani Rahein, Aahwan, Shashwat Yogik Kheti, Sehat ki baat, & so on.

b) English tongue: - Fireside visit, about brahma kumaris, world we require, Light of Knowledge.

c) Gujrat: - Aatma jagruti,

d) Bengali: - Bhalo Tahkun Pratidin, Ghare ela maa,

e) Marathi: - jeevan mulya, pankhaana bal daya,

f) Telugu: - amrit dhara

g) "Peace News" – It is most recent presentation – which is making waves among viewers, can additionally be seen through Web TV, Our Peace News covers different vernaculars of Indian States like Marathi, Bengali, Malayalam & Gujarati furthermore International BK news & locations in Hindi tongue.

Peace News Schedule: - One can watch Peace news on Peace of psyche channel at 9am on Tuesday, Thursday & Saturday. Consistent news 50 on Sunday at 12.45pm & 10pm.

Other Initiative: - Web TV

It is one of most loved long for Godly wood studio & was exhibited on December 3, 2013 by B.K. Rameshshahji, executive, who offered essentialness to this enormously convincing endeavor. In matter of seconds’ whole world can see what is going on in Godly wood studio through new inventive web advancement called "Web T.V.". Starting now Godly Wood Studio makes different serials, syndicated programs & other worth creates programs which conveys in light of confirmed conclusions of serenity channel & other national or adjacent channels. Immediately these endeavors can in addition be seen on Web TV with comfort & adaptability of getting to this TV at whatever time, wherever, as they grade toward. With astonishing motivation behind serving humankind through critical qualities, most by wide margin of substance will be built up on significant sentiment being, moral quality & educative themes. Some of fundamental famous endeavors of Godly wood to be specific, Ek Mulaqat, Divine Harmony, Aahwan, "Peace News" & so on, can comparatively be seen through Web TV. Programs covers different dialects of Indian States like Marathi, Bengali, Malayalam, Punjabi, Telugu & Gujarati disconnected from Hindi & English.

Innovative upgradation: -
To satisfy its vision, Godly wood studio has introduced HARMAN's Studer Vista 1 blending console to serve on vital level of studio, checking first establishment of Studer Vista 1 in India. Regardless of Studer Vista 1, Godly wood Studios sent full appear of HARMAN progressions in space, including three JBL 3730 Screen Array film speakers, one JBL 4642A subwoofer & eight JBL 8320 minimized silver screen encompass intensifiers. framework is controlled with five Crown DSi 1000 & two DSi 4000 enhancers.

Godly wood Studios besides joins sound naming studio equipped with AKG C414 authorities & dbx processors, moreover HD multicam shooting floor that has JBL LSR4326 studio screens.


1.11 PEACE OF MIND TV CHANNEL-GODS GREATEST GIFT TO SPIRITUAL ENLIGHTENMENT

With present day, media going about as solid eye opener for entire posse, need of offering "Positive Food for Thought" was felt unalteringly by Brahma kumaris. BK establishment have taken to this development from different viewpoints, most recent one being dispatching of TV Channel simply given to reason behind inside invigorating & sustaining great fiber of society.

Brahma Kumaris brings Peace of cerebrum Channel for living quiet life.

ABOUT PMTV: -

Bona fide peacefulness, as name recommends, is channel that helps viewers experience peace & joy in their life through endeavors that enable furthermore update, engage & illuminate them. Regardless, this is not another religious channel. Certifiable assessments of serenity show viewers how they can lead more attracted, steady, solid & gainful life by utilizing extraordinary benchmarks viably. It exhibits better lifestyle whereby one can make strides without uneasiness, recognize concordant relationship at work & at home, & have inward quality to manage all inconveniences.

channel gives mixed blend of assignments, including guided reflection, tunes, talks by specialists on self-change & sound utilization of most huge sentiment being in different strolls around life, other than social endeavors & load up exchanges where viewers can get answers for their various issues in life. There are in addition first-solitary records by unquestionably appreciated
individuals who have utilized significant sentiment being as bit of their life & found that it works.

programs expected 24x7 Channel on Cable system will be offered in every single huge dialect (English, Gujarati, Hindi, Kannada, Marathi, Oriya, Tamil, Telugu) to look at Direct-To-Home (DTH) in India & various parts of world.

Broadcasting 24 hours’ day, Peace of Mind is passed on to you by Brahma kumaris, for helping endless to change their lives for better. establishment controls regard for all affirmation conventions & delineates enlightened way of life. Through various social connection exercises & affiliations, it impels basic information, power with respectability & lifted activities towards better world.

This TV channel offers viewers to Watch all Brahma Kumaris Programs & Live exercises from Madhuban, general HQ's of Brahma Kumaris & completely dedicated to clarification behind re-production wonderful & fundamental qualities, & offering goliath quietness to most clear number of individuals, who are really looking inside peace & joy.

**PMTV CHANNEL TIMING**

INDIA – Channel Timing

In Hindi Language

Aastha: 7.10 pm. - 7.40 pm(Daily) & 9.30pm - 10.30pm (Sundays)

Zee Jagaran: 4.00 am. - 6.00 am.

Sanskar: 10.10 pm. - 10.40 pm.

Soubhagya: 5.30 am. - 6.00 am. in addition, 3.30 pm. - 4.00 pm.

Etv U.P.: 5.00 am. - 5.30 am.

Etv M.P.: 5.00 am. - 5.30 am.

Etv Bihar: 5.00 am. - 5.30 am.

Etv Rajasthan: 5.00 am. - 5.30 am.

Zee-24 Hours Chhattisgarh: 5.30 am. - 6.00 am.

**PMTV SCHEDULE:**

Its astonishing timetable organized by Peace of Mind get-together. They have kept motivation driving going on incredible position to all zones of society by uncovering surprising abundance of our old learning, social endeavors, accomplishment rules, scholastic exchanges, talks &
reflection techniques. This would catalyze strategy for fundamental renaissance, re-keeping up & re-foundation of peace inside & peace in world.

Gift DETAILS
C-band width
With MPEG 4 setup Box
Repeat – 4054
Picture – 13230
Polarization – Horizontal
Satellite – INSAT-4A

1.12 RADIO MADHUBAN-90.4 FM: SUNTE RAHO MUSKURATE RAHO

Radio Madhuban is
• Registered under social asking for choice act XXI of 1860
• All India choice number S/401/2013
• PAN Number: AACTR1648D
• 12AA Registration Number: 2013-14/634-636
• 80G Registration Number: 2013-14/733-736

Radio Madhuban Community Society (RMCS)
Radio madhuban cluster Society(RMCS) has been kept with marvelous motivation driving serving all spaces of get-together. Radio madhuban pack Society(RMCS) is picked body under social deals Registration Act XXI of 1860 with all India selection no: S/401/2013. picked office of society is sorted out at Karol Bagh, Delhi, Administrative office is at Mount Abu, Rajasthan & will work through its Governing body. society will strengthen unmistakable connection hones which are useful to masses.

Centers & Objectives of Radio madhuban pack Society-RMCS
• Creating care in Healthy lifestyle/Hygiene/Cleanliness/Rural Sanitation
• Facilitate eager social security at towns.
• Literate populace/Value Education for all
• Women Empowerment/Child Care/Stopping of Female Feticide
• Stopping Drugs/Substance misuse battles
• Sustainability Initiatives/Environment affirmation works out
• Developing & Promoting considered gathering radio
RMCS has centered way to deal with oversee direct accomplish its objective of coming to masses through its association works out. Much go on has been done to perform advancement in keeping up relationship to society. Each & every person at little scale level ought to experience peace & have amazing time their lives, is astonishing clarification behind RMCS. RMCS looks ahead to perform subjective change in get-together through innovative connection channels.

RMCS Concern for Society
As social connection foundation, they have direct obligation & regulating society in different zones, for case, hugeness securing, water accreditation, waste association, (reusing works out), renewable centrality & so on.

Continuing thought in this heading has driven them to make certain tries, on test begin so they can be rehashed & imitated in individuals when all is said in one eye - This has lead us to taking after suggestion.

1.12.1 Solar force battery worked transports inside incomprehensible structures
We have foreseen that would get around 10 transports as showed up by Proposal - These will be utilized inside brahma kumaris complex of Shantivan for advancement of individuals starting with one place then onto running with. Dependably we have get-together of more 1 million individuals congregating each year under different exercises. This get-together contains some segment of top boss from different affiliations who themselves use petrol/diesel driven vehicles inside their own specific mechanical workplaces, affiliations, steel plants, schools, overwhelming electrical errands, in this way on to name few. When they in each appropriate sense see rides inside our cerebrum boggling, they will be influenced to duplicate them for different reasons, for instance, sullying free (both sound & carbon-dioxide), sparing of monster measure of Petrol/Diesel, high fortify expenses. Pace is not gage inside any cerebrum boggling, yet rather thriving & comfort. In nation like our own, one can envision assess of store sponsors that will accumulate to alliance particularly & to nation as entire by way millions worth of fuel/oil, in years to come. vehicle is pressing, costing around 5 lacs for each vehicle, & extra things can be effectively imitated. Wear & tear is low as it is controlled by sun designed batteries.

1.12.2 Service through our Global Hospital
We have Global Hospital in Mt. Abu which renders accommodating relationship to individuals going to Mt. Abu. get-together of experts renders minding relationship to society. As significant piece of our effort program, we are rendering relationship to number of wrapping towns with
confined means now open. It is strong seen as recovering center relationship in matter of how to overhaul affiliations, which radiant part of time are free or unimportant expense to tolerant, subordinate upon their ability. maxim here is relationship to open with human touch.
It is proper here to find that inside requirements in work environments, in symptomatic supplies, transportation of patients to ace's office where crucial, number of beds accessible for in patients, standard eccentric checkups to keep up key apportioning from scourges, considered pregnant women, pre & post change, & unmistakable related supportive thought. At this moment, non-openness of tasteful work environments drive recovering center strengths to endeavor/endorse transport of patients to Ahmadabad (taking 4 hours by street) for thought in more noticeable work environments in key conditions. Life watches opportunity to be shot!
Our recommendation for up level of Hospital is as for perspective to render awesome response for anguish masses on spot or at expert's office. recommendation has been drawn with base least necessities & fulfillment will induce well for therapeutic considered poor, uneducated proceeding with masses. It especially impacts chance to be divine alliance

1.12.3 One MW Solar Energy Power Plant
It is clear truth to all that standard Electricity Generation is asset lively injuring. So, with help of Government of India & German Government we are setting up Solar Energy Power Plant fit for going on 1 MW Power for detainee use additionally to take considered need of blending zones. It is capital amassed at in any case, yet over period barely joins any usage for force creation in way, constrain comes free of expense, close to giving Hot water as by thing.
Accurately when try goes into full time, it will move as case for any number of broad relationship to augment/duplicate change at much lesser cost diminishing reliance on hydro/warm power creation.

1.12.4 Bio-Gas Project: Bio Gas from Food Waste
Idea Inception: Our guardian alliance's grounds are scattered into 5 private & institutional parts. Together these grounds can have 30 thousand individuals at time. Around 50,000 guests from various piece of world visit to these working environments dependably. To give milk & tea office to guests Brahma Kumaris is in like way directing 40 dairy animals in its homestead house. dairy animal’s fertilizer amassed in this grounds is in matter of minutes utilized for get readied Cooking Gas.
foundation has exhibited 2 Bio gas plants in association of Cow Dung at its ranch close town Kiwarli. Each of these plants can get prepared 150 kg of dairy animal’s compost dependably. moreover, two are going on 12 (6+6) cubic meter of biogas purposeful. regardless plant is operational since Sep 2012 & second is in operation since Jan 2013.

As establishment of imperative skimming individual’s year around, we have seen measure of wastages of various sorts, (sustenance, vegetables,) & we have foreseen that would change over these wastages for continuing Cooking Gas accordingly sparing some area of cash for securing Gas, close by sparing environment from diseases in light of ruining wastages, & making issues for trade.

Good 'old fashioned endeavor of BIOGAS time from Food Waste: Energy security at Brahma Kumaris is in like manner done by certifiable relationship of fortify waste. unimaginable number of guests coming to foundation all through year are given 3 suppers for reliably, which makes clearing measure of cooked & uncooked sustenance waste. We are familiarizing biogas plant with handle cooked & uncooked sustenance waste. This plant will handle up to 1500 kg of bio waste/sustenance abuse controlled. It will go on 150 m³ of cooking gas every day.

This project details are available in website-www.chfourenergy.com

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details</th>
<th>1.5 Ton CH4 Biogas Plant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Anaerobic Digestion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>10x2- sq. meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>1000-1200 Ltr/Day-Water discharged to STP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>14-16 units/day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas Production</td>
<td>130-150 m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPG Equivalent</td>
<td>69 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>35 Lacs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.12.5 AWARDS:

- National Community Radio Award – 2014

Radio Madhuban was compensated with National Community Radio Award 2014 by Ministry of Information & Broadcasting in midst of fourth National Community Radio Sammelan at Vigyan Bhawan New Delhi. Prize was showed up by Shri Bimal Julka Secretary, MIB, Govt. of India to Radio Madhuban: n Station Manager Mr. Yashwant Patil. Out of 165 Community Radio Stations
In India Radio Madhuban was gotten reward in Thematic Category for its structure "Gruhasan Se Singhshan.

- **Best Community Service Award – SDM, Mount Abu**
  Radio Madhuban was welcome to be onlooker for football match. manager guest Mr. Raghuvir Singh Meena, Collector, Sirohi Congratulated our get-together for our attempts to instigate beguilements in zone. entire survey was also present on-air for our gathering individuals Radio Madhuban was remunerated trophy & statement for our dedication.

- **Participation in Manthan Award - DEF India**
  Pack Radio Madhuban was picked as Best Nominee & revived opportunity to address Radio Madhuban's social solicitation progress tries before national gathering of individuals on fourth December 2014 at New Delhi.

- **Community Radio Award 2016 –**
  Radio Madhuban was yielded with Community Radio Award 2016 by Ministry of Information & Broadcasting at New Delhi in district of Community Participation. Prize was showed up by Shri Arun Jaitley, Hon'ble Union Minister of Information & Broadcasting, Govt. of India to Radio Madhuban Station Manager Mr. Yashwant Patil

### 1.12.6 ACHIEVEMENTS

**Major achievements of the Institution:**

- Ishwariya Vishwa Vidyalaya is helper to Department of Public Information (DPI) of United Nations as Non-Governmental Organization (NGO).
- It holds General Consultative status in Economic & Social Council (ECOSOC) & UNICEF of United Nations.
- Government of Mauritius has recalled that it as University by Act of Parliament.
- Government of Guyana has gotten rule of beginning strategies for their Parliament with three minutes Raj yoga reflection as recommended by this Ishwariya Vishwa Vidyalaya.
- Common abundance of Russia has surrendered official confirmation to this critical Vishwa Vidyalaya in their nation.
• project of "Living Values" & Education in Values & Spirituality" has been running in different instructive affiliations & Universities.
• More than 10 Lakhs of individuals have been caught up with rule in most huge sentiment being, peace, moral qualities & Raja yoga Meditation on general level.
• In year 1994, Government of India coursed postal stamp in memory of facilitator of this affiliation & credited pride & respects.
• Mohanlal Sukhadia University of Udaipur (Rajasthan) permitted Honorary Degree of Doctorate of Literature (D.Litt.) to Rajyogini Dadi Prakash Mani, then Administrative Head of Organization.
• Gitam University, Vishakapatnam, Andhra Pradesh, respected Doctorate Degree(D.Litt.) to Rajyogini B.K. Dadi Janakiji, Administrative Head of Brahma Kumaris
• Gulbarga University, Gulbarga, Karnataka, respected Doctorate Degree(D.Litt.) to Rajyogini B.K. Dadi Ratan Mohiniji, Joint Administrative Head of Brahma Kumaris
• Rajyogini Dadi Janki appointed as Brand Ambassador of Swatch Bharat
Brahma Kumaris World Spiritual Organization's Chief 100-year-old Rajyogini Dadi Janki has been picked as Brand Ambassador of Swatch Bharat Abhiyan (Clean India Mission) by Govt. of India. She has been welcome to President House for Clean India Mission program on tenth September 2015. For Dadiji's impact, Rajyogi BK Mruthyunjaya, Executive Secretary of Brahma Kumaris tended to High Tea meeting & Curtain Raiser held at President House sorted out by Hon'ble Shri Venkaiah Naidu, Minister for Urban Development, Govt of India.